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100 200 300 400 500 600
T (MeV)
Tc = (175 ±15) MeV [                           ] εc ~ 0.7 GeV/fm3 
RHIC  
LHC  
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fake ratio - dN/dy~2000
fake ratio - dN/dy~4000
fake ratio - dN/dy~6000
fake ratio - dN/dy~8000
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Less than 1 fake clusters
Less than 2 fake clusters
Less than 3 fake clusters
More than 0 fake clusters
More than 1 fake clusters
More than 2 fake clusters
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Kaon identification: ITS only
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Kaon identification: TPC only
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Kaon identification: TOF only
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Combined kaon identification: ITS+TPC+TOF
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Error 1 Latched Error 1
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Cable 1 input (BUSY1)
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Cable 1 input Synchronised Cable 1
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)2 invariant mass (GeV/c-pi+pi
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)2)   (GeV/c-K+Meff(K
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Charged particle multiplicity Nch
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Multiplicity of charged tracks
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